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Gann ’fair pay’ intiative
featured in open forum

Jumping Jack Flash

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton, San Jose
Mayor Tom McEnery and hoposition bl author
Paul Gann are scheduled to testify at a public
hearing of the California legislature on the Gann
initiative today on campus.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos ID-San
Jose) and State Sen. Alfred F. Alquist (17-San
Jose) are also scheduled to be present at the ’secting, said Dick Staley. SJSU director ot I1C11 s and
public services.
the initiative would propose changes to the
state constitution that would Imin the salaries of
state and local employees to tel percent of the
governor’s salary as ot Januars. 191,17 Next year,
the governor will receive SHOOS) per year, limiting other state salaries to S64.000. Future pay
raises would require a VOte of the people
The focus of the meeting will be on the initiative’s impact on public health and high technology. said Dan Buerger, executise assistant to the
president.
Buerger said Fullerton will tesois on the ini-

tiatise’s Med. on 5151’ and high-technology education in general
Passage ol the initialise "would hase a des astating effect’- on the university. Buerger said. It
would affect efforts 111 recruit and retain faculty
and administrators, particularly full professors.
department ...haulm’) in large departments and
faculty in designated market areas including business and engineering
Ibis would he an immediate brain drain."
Buerger said. "when ise’re being challenged loc ails in Silicon Valle), mid on the state loci. 1 he mil s el sits pros ides engineering and
business graduates to high-technologs companies
throughout the counts Amine major employers.
1.427 SAL I engineers are employed by I ockheed
Missiles and Space Co and I .005 by IBM. he
said.
Under the cap proposed h the initiative. he
said, faculty and administrators would have less
incentive to accept or remain in employment here,
affecting the lesel of education in these areas and
throughout the unisersits
"If you have a permanent salars freen.
SeeI I \ V. page 10

Dry rush still called a success
despite alcohol restrictions

Erol Golan Daily stall
Sam Nordeman, who attends Hoover Junior High in San Jose,
practices his hook shot while leaping for the fluorescent light

fixtures in the art building. Nordeman was waiting for his
mother, an art student at the university.

No charges in ammo possession case
1 he DA has declined to issue charges in this case.Schat? said.
He said his department took into consideration the fact
that Macey soluntarily surrendered and admitted it was a dumb
thing to do.
"Itcersone takes something from where they work for
The Cali tonna National Guard, where Macey is a 2nd I L.
souvenirs or what have you 1 think he just did it for kicks, not
is continuing its own investigation of the incident. SJSI discito use them destructively:* the friend said.
plinary action has been turned over to the dean of students’ of Article I I. Title 5 ol the California Administrative Code
fice. University Police Chief I ew Schat? said.
section 41301 calls tor the expelling, suspending, or placing on
Macey was under investigation for storing military prac- probation or a lesser sanction "for the possession of explosives
tice ammunition in a bicycle locker next to the Seventh Street on campus properly . without prior authorrtation of the colParking Garage.
lege president ’
A Major with the National Guard said this case is unusual
The arms were found on Aug. 27 by the University Police
Department during a routine search of the bicycle lockers prior considering the quantity of ammunition found.
"We know there is pilfering going on. but this is the first
to the start of the semester.
Meanwhile. a friend, who asked not to he identified. char- time we has e encountered such a large amount found at one
lensik . a public affairs officer with the
acterited Macey as a "good guy" who wouldn’t use the mili- time." said Mai
National Guard I leadquaiters in Sacramento.
tary practice ammunition to hurt anyone.
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
The Santa Clara County District Attorney’s office will not
press charges against Jeffrey Todd Macey. who was under investigation tor weapons possession on campus by the county .

A.S. Program Board looking for bigger bucks
By Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
For the first time since the Associated Students Program Board was established in 1975 a profit is expected
from concert events planned for the year.
The concert chairman. Paul Goelt?,
said he will use the men’s gymnasium to
house A.S.-sponsored concerts for the
first time in seven years in order to make
a profit.
Thilixecutive Facilities Committee
decided Tuesday morning to make the
gymnasium available for student groups
who will follow the cleanup and care
procedure prescribed by the committee.
said 17r. James Bryant. chairman of the
Human Performance Department.
A minimal usage fee was also established to cover wear on the gymnasium.
Since the A.S. Program Board
plans to use the gymnasium for concerts
this year, a savings of up to 52.0111 to

photographer

’The program board
needs to have a large
hall . . . ’
Paul Gueltz,
concert chairman
53.000 will be made per show. Olen?
said.
In the past the program board was
forced to rent the San Jose Civic Auditorium for shows attracting a large audience. such as the tenatively planned Berlin concert later in the year, he said.
Clair lennnett, professor and chairman of the Human Performance Department, had been resisting the idea of
using the gymnasium for concerts,
claiming the individual groups using it
had not cleaned it and had not cared
properly for the gym floor. Goelt, said,

lennett has held the chair position
tor 10 years, and is presently on a one
year sabbatical and could not be contacted.
Taking knnetts place for the year
is Bryant, who said he did not know anything about the program board not being
able to use the gymnasium.
"We haven’t been able to use the
gym for seven years because they think it
is only for sports events, but it is not."
Goelt? said. "It was built for students
and student events."
Goa, sent letters requesting the
use of the gymnasium to Jennett, A.S.
President Tom Boothe, A.S. BlIsilICsti
Administrator Jean Lenart and A.S. Adviser Ted Gehrke.
In the letter he explained the A.S.
program hoard plans to rent mats for the
floor, using a 20-person cleanup team
that will also assist with security.
See CONCERTS, page 10

By Anthony C. Pere,
Daily staff writer
Despite allegations that some fraternities
might not be obeying the dry rush guidelines, rush
chairmen from seven SJSU fraternities said they
thought the effort a success.
Kevin Jameson, Delta Upsilon president.
said the dry rush should be adopted as standard
rush procedure because it is step towards getting
the fraternities "out of the tavern business- and
int() more socially beneficial activities.
There has been an indication, howes .r, that
some fraternities have not stased within the
guidelines set by the Interfratemity Council. said
Pete Krug, Sigma Na rush chairman. He declined
to identify the houses in violation of the alcohol
ban.
Jameson also declined to name houses in siolation of the dry rush. but suggested that charges
against those houses would he brought up at the
IFC meeting Monday.
If a house is proven in violation during the
formal rush penod, which runs through Sept. 5.
the fraternity faces a fine of 5500 from the IF(’,
said Jan Mums, coordinator of Greek affairs.
Mulcts said she was not aware of the allegations of rush violations, but added that in addition
to the fine. an IFC judiciary committee would
evaluate a violation to see what additional sanctions might be warranted
Jim Welch, rush chairman for Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, said some fraternities are having prob-

’We’ve gotten out of the
tavern business . . .
Kevin

Jameson,

Delta Upsilom president
lems staying within the guidelines of dry rush because they see alc-oliol as vital to their rush activities.
"What’s going to happen to them is they’re
going to have to learn how to truly rush an individual into their house.’’ he said
Welch said those fraternity members in violation of dry rush might not he caught, but he said
he felt they were only hurting themselves
Krug said he knew of seseral houses that had
broken the WC rule prohibiting alcohol at tiirmal
rush functions. ’Ibis was because they rely heavily on alcohol to influence pledges, he said.
"A lot of people think alcohol .
relaxes
somebody. ’ he said. -and it you have a drink,
it’s easier to rush menet), sty .
"I think a lot ot guys lust have a hard time
rushing and alcohol makes it easiei tor them." he
said.
Despite these problems. they said they agree
that dry rush has had a very positive effect and
that it is something that should be continued at
SJSI.I because it increases the chances of pledging
"quality men."
Jameson said the men who attend dry rush
See RI ’SO, page 10

Students protest tree removal
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The doomed trees of Pasco h San Antonio were the subject of an artistic protest by SJSU students and faculty yesterday.
An orchard of ornamentation was
created as three sections (if SJSU professor Tony May’s Art 14 class staged
a demonstration in the group of trees
that have been a subject of controversy
since being slated for removal last
month.
The collection of 120 trees OCCUpies part of Pasco De San Antonio, the
pedestrian mall that runs between
Third and Market streets. The Downtown Redevelopment Agency wants to
remove all the trees to allow new construction planned for the mall.
The approximately 70 student
demonstrators, employing their skills
as artists, turned the mall into a colorful collage that couldn’t help hut attract attention of passers-by.
’the idea is for each person to
pick a tree and create a decoration that
will attract attention to the plight.
along with a story explaining why their
tree should be saved. May said.
I don’t have he) much hope that
it will be effectual." May said while
constructing an art deco fence around
his tree. "Hut we want to lend support
to the protest and keep the trees in the
news."
’’We need a little more nature in
downtown San Jose other than just
buildings," said Dana Mesa, a senior
majoring in Interior Design, whose
tree faced Second Street.
Mesa, one of May’s students,
worked with two other art students to
adorn the tree with paper teddy bears.
See TREES, page /0
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Daly stall photographer

Art students decorated a tree in protest yesterday
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Editorial

Kudos for wrestling reinstatement
should he comSiSli President GM Fullerton

mended on her decision to reinstate the Spartan
wrestling program.
It’s good to know that, with an administration
that makes important del:V.11011S ilinost every day. if
a mistake is made, it can be rescinded without fear
or embarrassment.
Not only did the reinstatement show she cares
for the well-being of the student body land the
wrestlers themselves), but she listens when the student body gets together and stands behind an issue.
The wrestling program on campus has a long
history of success and national prominence, winning the PCAA championship six times in 13 years.
Nobody wanted the 1, rest ling team dropped.
Wrestlers and the student body actively protested
-the decision at rallies and meetings.
Then, when it came down to a monetary issue,
the team came through and raised the necessary
cash to keep the program going. It’s not an easy
task to raise $31.(XX) but with no other choice, the
wrestling program and its supporters concentrated
their energy on raising the funds.
They also received financial support from
other organizations on campus who felt that the program should not have been dropped.
It was not the athletic deficit that concerned
the wrestlers it was their love of the sport and
their need to continue wrestling in order to stay at
SJSU. Fullerton may not have realized the impact
her decision would have on the lives of some stu-

dents. Sonic wrestlers would have had to return
home to places as far away as Nebraska to start over
at a new school.
She may also not have realized the impact of
her decision on the South Bay. Many area high
school wrestlers have no place to wrestle other than
SJSU and a few local community colleges.
Some of these athletes would never get a college degree if it were not for wrestling. By ousting
SJSU’s wrestling program, many South Bay high
school athletes would have had no choice but to go
to a local junior college, and who knows where
after that.
In her speech last Monday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, Fullerton stressed the importance of
providing services for the community and what better way than to have an athletic team that appeals to
the local community like SJSU’s ss restling team
does.
In any case, the idea of dropping a sport just
because the athletic department is having problems
is wrong.
Indeed the entire athletic department is having
mow’, trouble, and the wrstling team is part of the
department. but so is cross country. soccer and
baseball, and Fullerton didn’t drop those. At least
Fullerton realized that dropping wrestling was not
the answer. Hopefully now she can work with the
athletic department to improve the image of Spartan
athletics

Quality of life issues overlooked
Q.0.1..
Those three little letters - short for quality of life
are
perhaps the local politics and planning buz/words of this decade.
Quality of life is the sum total of what makes a place
worth living in. Transportation. the local economy, the
weather, the arts, education all of these arc part of quality (il
life. These local concerns are at least as important
and more
inunediatelv relevant
than state or national issues.
San Jose. along with most of the San Francisco Bay Area,
has one of the best qualities of life in the country People here
enjoy economic opportunity. the best climate on this .ontment
and access to the best collection of educational institutions in
any metropolitan area this side of Boston.
Nonetheless. there are important quality of life concerns
that affect every resident of Santa Clara County.
There are those who would argue that this valley’s most
pressing probleM is transportation. Our freeways are overcrowded and our public transportation system is inadequate.
But transportation is a problem that we are doing something about. Santa Clara County voters approved a half-cent
sales tax increase tor new freeway construction. planning is
under way for construction of Highway 85 in south San Jose
and the West Valley, and commuter lanes are being added to
U.S. 101 and county expressways.
Freeways, however. are a relatively inefficient tOrin of
transportation As the county continues to grow, it’s crucial
that congestion and commute patterns be handled by moving
toward the design of a first-rate public transportation system.
This means rail transit. Bay Area Rapid Transit, while not
the ideal system initially sold to voters in San Francisco, Contra Costa and Alameda counties, could potentially handle the
traffic of a number of crowded freeways. BART, furthermore.
has been the impetus for a new boom in central Contra Costa
County.
For growth to continue in this county
and, imire importantly, for downtown San Jose to become the important urban
center the city’s leaders want it to he - BART must be extended into Santa Clara County.
BART by itself will not solve this county’s transportation
problems. What is needed is an excellent transportation system
com- on the level of San Francisco’s Municipal Railway
bining light -rail and frequent bus service.
The state of the local economy involves intricacies of foreign trade and bits and bytes that are too complex to deal with
adequately in this space. And the weather, of course, is some-

Frank Michael
Russell
aoretto

thing you tail talk about, but not do much about.
But our cultural landscape is just as important to the county’s future as is transportation. Historically, most cities have
developed as centers of trade and transportation. Great cities
New York. Paris. even San Francisco and Ian Angeles rose
as centers of the arts.
San Jose is trying. Downtown is becoming something of a
hub for live theater and music. The entertainment climate on
South First Street is slowly moving from red-light to upscale
bohemian.
But recent stumblings on the part of our small-town power
elite have failed to help matters. San Jose seems to have lost a
piece of public sculpture in the construction of the Fairmont
Hotel. City workers have also whitewashed murals painted by
east San Jose youths, thinking the murals were graffiti.
And finally, we come to education, purportedly the reason
we’re all here.
Stanford University and the University of California at
Berkeley are excellent institutions that contribute to the reputation of the Bay Area. But until the county adopts a plan of regional government that gives Stanford a San Jose address, the
city and SJSU are stuck with each other.
It doesn’t have to be the uncomfortable union it is now.
The university -- its educational programs, sports teams,
planned Student Union Recreation and F.vents Center, even a
landscaped San Carlos Street pedestrian mall can be a collection of community assets. And the city is a perfect, real world laboratory where some of the most comprehensive learning can take place.
Obviously, we’re not going to solve this county’s problems in a thousand words or less. But local quality -of-life concerns are where the action is. ’They hit home.
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Letters to the Editor
More spirit needed for netters
Editor.
’rts tan of SJSt ; tor the past three
I’ve been a (lie -hard
years now. I simply love sp. iris. notably spectator sports such
as football basketball. vol leyhal I , etc.
With the advent of the fall ’86 semester. 1 - together with
other sports -loving fans will once again enjoy all that Spartan sports can offer. However, allow me to make one observation for the benefit of one particular sport women’s volleyball.
I have attended practically all the home games of our Lady
Spartans since 1983. but I have never attended a home game
where the SJSU marching band was present to lend the much needed moral support. Our band has been in football fields,
basketball courts (men and women), tuft never in a volleyball
match. Why? While other universities support their volleyball
teams with a complete regalia of bands and cheering squads.
Spartan volleyball is left to cheer for itself. This. despite the
fact that it has been in the nation’s top 10 list and NORPAC
champions for two consecutive years. This year. it is my prediction that our volleyball team will either be the national
champions or, worst, one of the final two. Their accomplishments, no doubt, have boosted our name.
This season, they are in for tougher and more competitive
matches against new PCA A opponents. Such teams as Pacific
(the national champ). Hawaii. San Diego State. Cal Poly,
Fresno and Long Beach. not to mention perennial rival. Stanford. are all out to quell Spartan hopes of making it to the final
four. They need our all-out, unconditional and unqualified support
such as a consistent cheering squad and the band. Last
year. many a match were lost because of the absence of these
two ingredients. ’They could have won those matches against
Stanford. Pacific and USC if only the SJSU community and our
band lent even a semblence of support. What I did see last season was a lone male cheerer. attired in a queer-looking Spartan
outfit.
Is this too much to ask from those concerned’? For the sake
of Spartan volleyball, let us support our team in its bid to he
No. tin the nation.
’arlitn Cncjin
Graduate student
Special education

Writer shouldn’t opt for constraints

Editor,

Concerning Janet’ Hall’s Aug 2 i opinion,’ Pain and suffering should not be public matter": Janet!! I didn’t watch the
shuttle explode a dozen times on television. They (broadcasters) repeated this so that everyone would have a chance to see
what had happened. Maybe you should have done what many
other people did and quit watching after a few times.
In general. though. I agree that network news shows exploit emotional suffering in order to heighten ratings. If you
don’t like what they’re doing, why don’t you just watch the
"MacNeil -Lehrer News Hour" on PBS? (There’s) very little
exploitation there!
A democratic consumer society must offer a wide selection in order to allow all individuals to develop a sense of
taste. If you find something disgusting, don’t patronize that
product
whether that product is television news, religion or
pornography. But don’t try to limit another person’s ability to
choose.
1 find televised grief horrible. So do many other people.
Yet some are addicted to it. That’s why a tragedy from Shakespeare’s The Tragedy of Titus Andronicus" is so popular. If
you don’t like tragedy, stay away from it.
Just don’t join the conservative right in attempting to limit
what Iran buy or watch!
Robert Kelley
Junior
Electrical engineering

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write

letters. This is a page that gives you an opportunity

ISO

40,c, -3 1,041r111.

liOwEVER 4 AN OPRNENT ONE MUST ADMrf NE IS A MOST EN6A6iNG FEKONALPY AND A
CAARMIN6 AND Witt’’, C6NVERSATTONALIST I AM GONNA MO1DA DA BUM, ANYWAY’

The Hamm Files

to air your views on important issues,
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class standing. Phone numbers
and anonymous letters won’t be printed.
The opinions appearing on the forum page are
the opinions of the individual writer.
The editorials appearing on this page are the
opinions of the editorial board of the Daily.
Deliver letters to the Daily office, on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208, or at the information center in the Student Union.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length

Andrew F.
Hamm

Monkeeing around
I: ),true. you can never go home again.
The Monkees appeared at Great America over
i he labor Day weekend with Herman’s Hermits.
Gary Puckett and The Union Gap and The Grass Roots.
The Monkees joked around, sang old songs and generally behaved like we remember from the old TV series
Yet, except for a couple of songs in which Mickey
Dolenz played electronic drums (another drummer in the
back played as well so you couldn’t tell if he was really
playing at all) and Peter Tork lazily strummed guitar, the
Monkees failed to play their own instruments. Although
it didn’t matter to the thousands of new young fans
gained since mTv started showing their old episode..
they disappointed their old ones.
All the advance publicity photos for the weekend
concert showed the Monkees circa 1967, full of youth
and talent.
The Monkees’ hit TV show, "The Monkees," won
numerous limmys, and their first album set a record for
biggest selling debut album that stood until Cyndi I.auper
broke it in 1981.
Yet the Monkees continually had to fight a cynical
inusic industry that put them down as the "prefab four"
the four were selected in auditions for the TV series in
1966. The industry claimed the Monkees were not a real
group because they did not play their own instruments.
There has always been a small cult of Monkce fanat
ics that continued to watch reruns on the UHF stations and listen to their albums after the group disbanded. They argued. mostly among themselves and
close friends (no one else really cared) that Dolenz, Tork .
Michael Nesmith and Davy Jones did indeed play their
own instruments.
The Monkees didn’t play instruments on their first
album, but the four members confronted NBC executives
and eventually convinced them after, legend has it,
Nesmith put his fist through the wall at a NBC board
meeting --that they could play their own instruments.
The group even did two nationwide tours, playing their
own instruments, without incident.
Also, songs such as’ Daily Nightly,’’ "Randy
Scousc Git," "Door into Summer" were cited as examthe Monkees could write their own music if
that
ples
given a chance. They went out of their way on the album
covers to note that. yes. Dolenz did play drums and some
guitar. Peter Tork did play bass, keyboards and guitar
and Nesmith lead the band and played bass and rhythm
guitar and even wrote a couple of songs to boot. The
foursome even co-produced and starred in the counterculture movie classic ’’Head’’ to try and distance themselves from their Tv series a little bit.
Rut the group finally broke up in 1969. frustrated at
not being able to break its teeny-bopper image.
Although the majority of the Monkees’ last three albums featured mature, emotional, psychedelic -tinged
music comparable to the Beach Boys. Byrds and other
groups of the era, the group could never overcome its
most without
handicap and set off on solo projects
success.
Nesmith had cranked out about a dozen obscure albums before striking it big producing videos. Turk left
the group in 1968 and toured small clubs with a group
eilled Peter Turk and the New Monks. He hit pay -dirt
briefly in Japan. where the smooth melodies of the old
Stonkee singles became very popular in the late ’70s and
early 80s, selling out arena-sized concert halls, Dolenz
and Jones did bit -acting parts in Hollywood and in 1977
tried to revive the Monkees with Tommy Boyce and
Bobby Hart, without much success.
Hut thanks to MTV showing the old series, people
who weren’t even born when The Monkees’ TV show
was on have started buying their albums. And with five
of them now in Billboard’s Top 250 list, a tour was the
next logical step. Tork and Dolenz even put out a new
single, "That Was Then. This Is Now," that was added
to an old "Greatest Hit" album that was reissued.
However, Nesmith declined to participate in there union tour, to the despair of serious Monkee fans.
Nesmith, the most talented of the hunch, was the
only one of the four who regulary wrote lyrics and was a
pretty fair guitarist. But he has become heir to the Liquid
Paper empire started by his mother and with his video
husiness, has become a multi -millionaire and doesn’t
!iced the money.
So the Monkees arc back and I’m happy for them.
they always could act and they were once even a half-de
cent music group.
Andrew F. Hamm is the forum editor and a diehard Iiinkees fan. The liamni Files will appear every
5% (Anemia).
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Soviet ship had no time to deploy lifeboats
MOSCOW
A
(
touristpacked Soviet cruise ship, rammed and
torn open by a freighter, sank so fast that
there was no time to deploy lifeboats and
more than 7th) people are feared dead, a
maritime official said yesterday.
The same vessel, then under a Red
Cross flag, sank during World War II
after striking a mine.
Deputy Merchant Marine Minister
Leonid P. Nedyak told a news conference that rescue boats plucked 836 survivors from the Black Sea, most of them
clinging to rafts that floated free when
the liner Admiral Nakhiniov plunged to
the bottom at about midnight Sunday.
There were 1,234 people aboard.
according to official reports
Nedyak said 79 bodies were recovered and that 319 people were still missing two days after the collision.
"I hope and all of us hope that out
of the 319 missing persons there may be
some survivors." Nedyak said. But he
added: "I believe that most of these passengers are still aboard the ship. Until

the divers do their work it will be difficult to confirm this supposition.
He said the vessel rests on the bottom ar a depth of 155 feet.
Ncdyak said the information he had
indicated no bodies had been recovered
since late Monday. He said 29 of the survivors were hospitalind, but he did not
give their conditions.
He said the liner was rammed
amidships on its starboard at 11:15 p.m.
Sunday by the Soviet freighter Pyotr
Vasycv. The collision occurred about
nine miles from the port of Novorossiysk.
Nedyak said officials believe the
cruise ship sank within 15 minutes.
"The blow came into the partition
between the engine room and the boiler
room and, practically speaking, it ripped
the ship open," Nedyak said.
"From the moment of the blow
until the moment of the sinking of the
ship, it was not possible to launch into
water any of the rescue boats:. he said.

Nedyak said it was too soon to assign blame He said there was no tog at
the time of the collision
He said about 50 vessels were
continuing search and rescue operations,
along with helicopters and other aircraft.
’there acre no casualties among the
crew of the freighter. which was laden
with grain. Nedyak said
the 888 cruise ship passengers
were all Soviet tourists. mostly from the
Ukraine and Baltic republics, he said. He
said about 270 of the 146 crew members
were among the surv isms.
Nedyak said he was not sure how
many children were aboard. He said five
of those rescued and two found dead
were children.
Nedyak said that among the survivors of the Admiral Nakhimov was the
captain, Vadim G. Markov. who had
skippered the ship since 1959. He identified the captain of the freighter as Viktor
I. Tkrichenko.

Registry of Ships says the
Admiral Nakhimov was 575 feet long
Lloyd’s

and was built in Germany in 1925 as a
steam-powered vessel. It was later refitted with diesel engines.
Archives of the North German
Lloyd shipping concern, which owned
the vessel when it sailed under the name
"Berlin," show the German nays
pressed it into transport service in the
Baltic Sea at the start of World War II in
1939.
In 1944, it was converted to a Red
Cross ship and carried Gentian refugees
westward from the eastern provinces
being taken over by the Soviet army.
According to the reference book
"Great Passenger Ships of the World.
Vol. 3." it struck a Soviet mine on Feb.
1, 1945. and sank near the Baltic port of
Swinemunde The hook provided no figures on loss of life in that sinking.
The vessel was raised by the Soviets
in 1949 and rebuilt.
Nedyak said that, despite its age,
the ship was "in good working condition."

Terrorists claim U.S. ruined French agreement
fI It R IT, I ebanon I AP) Islamic
Jihad claimed yesterday that the Reagan
administration blocked an agreement
with France that could have freed the
French hostages in I .ebanon.
The terrorist group, which is believed to be linked to Iran, also renewed
its demand that two Shiite Moslem Iraqi
activists deported from France in February he returned to Paris as a precondition to freeing the French captives.
the demand was made in a type w mien Arabic statement delivered to the
west Beirut office of a Western television network along with a five-minute

videotape of kidnapped French journalist
Jean-Paul Kauffmann.
The statement said the election of
the government of French Premier Jacques Chirac brought "signs of a solution
for the hostages question."
However, the statement said the
Reagan administration secretly sent an
emissary to Paris "carrying orders for a
total coordination with the great Satan on
the hostages problem." Islamic Jihad.
like Iran, often refers to the United States
as "the great Satan."

The statement claimed France had
been instructed not tii respond to Islamic

Cathy Smith gets three years
in comedian Belushi’s death
He conceded that Smith has had a
I OS ANGELES AI’)
Cathy
I sLlsn Smith, a former rock backup recurrence of her hcmin problem.
this court has the opportunity to
singer who admitted injecting comic
John Belusht with drugs before he died, do what no one could do for John Beluwas sentenced Tuesday to three years in shi to help Cathy Smith...
The attorney repeatedly summoned
prison after a judge called her "the
the ghost of Belushi, saying the comic
source of the poison.’’
Superior OHM Judge David Hum- surely would speak in favor of Smith’s
wit/ said, however, he believes the true probation if he was present.
"1 believe if John liclushi were
responsibility for Belushi’s death must
standing right here today and looked at
be attributed to the comedian himself
It is clear to me that John liclushi your honor. he would say. ’Wait a minwas responsible for his own death.’ said ute judge. I lived my life as I wanted to
the judge ". . his decision to live a live it. Don’t blame her. She did what I
wanted to do." Weitman said
drug-infested life led to his death."
The prosecutor, Deputy District AtHe told Smith this did not absolve
her and. declaring "you were the source torney Elden Fox, said he agreed that
of the poison," adding that onls prison drug addiction is a disease. But in
Smith’s case. he said it became a crime,
time could teach her a lesson.
At the end of the sentencing hear- and he recommended the three-year sening, -Smith was taken into custody to tence ultimately imposed by Horowit7.
"John Belushi was a willing panic
begin serving her sentence.
Belushis widow, a younger brother nant," Fox said. "Rut John liclushi
would
not have died, when he died, exfront
row
and his sister-in-law sat in thi
cept for the heroin administered by the
of the courtroom as the sentence was
defendant in this case."
pronounced. They had appealed to the
He said that in reality, she would
tudge to put Smith behind bars as a lesson to youngsters who might he tempted serve about a year and a half before she
could he paroled.
to try drugs.
Belushi. 33. died March 5, 1982 in
The judge rejected an impassioned
plea from Smith’s attorney. Howard a rented bungalow at the Chateau MarWellman, who urged that she he placed monte Hotel above Sunset Boulevard
on probation and be allowed to enter a The death of the "Saturday Night
star was attributed to heroin and cocaine.
drug rehabilitation program.
&lush, was the star of such movies
as "Animal House."’’The Blues Brothers. and "Continental Divide.’’
Smith. now 39, was questioned
then, but released. She was arrested a
Serving the San Jose State
year later after she told of her involveUniversity Community
ment in a National Enquirer interview
and was quoted as saying she killed BeSince 1934
lushi
(UCPS 509-480)

Jihad

oveniiii.,

and "consequently the

door was slammed shut for any solution

dad,

to this issue.’’

’should he reminded that its credibility

Kauffinann. 43, via. kidnapped
May 22, 1985. on the Beirut airport
highway along with French research analyst Michel Seurat.
Islamic Jihad said last March it had
killed Seurat. 38, in retaliation for the
expulsion from France of Iraqi opposition activists Fawii Hanveh and Hassan
Kheireddine to Baghdad. the Iraqi capital. No body was found.
Yesterday ’s statement said }bowl)

is at

adding

the

French

government

stake,’’
The

two

men

officially

were

Near misses called common
Near
MDAI.1: (API
airplane, are common bc,:au,e the skies are crowded
misses

between

and some small planes either transmit
incomplete information on their location or none at all, air batik’

re-

ported pardoned by Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. The French government
said in March that its ambassador to Iraq
had visited the two men in Baghdad and
made sure of their well being.

There was no response to the
statement from the French government.
which d.vs not comment on the French
hostages as a matter of policy .

Rudy of The Goipel of John

control-

"Sometimes they will be trakeit to an airport and somebody will
talk to theni there Sometimes they
will get written up and admonished.
But oftentimes, nobody does anything about it," she said

lers say .

Cottle and Heel are

’’It’s unionunatv that this had to
happen. controller Dennis Cottle
said of the weekend collision between
a small Piper Archer and an Acromexico IX’ -9 jetliner that killed at
least 67 people.
"But by the law of percentages.
it does have to happen." Cottle said.
Another controller, Kathy Heel,
agreed, saying that on sunny holidays, her radar screen is jammed with
blips, each of which is an airplane.
"You see planes all over your
because everybody and their
brother is flying, fleet said. "Even
it you see every plane up there, you
can’t track every one It’s impossible.
scope

What’s

and Kheireddine were in prison in Bagh-
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worse. fleet said, small

planes are frequently

spotted in pro-

hibited

that

air

space

is,

places

they shouldn’t be wuthimut getting
clearance front controllers.
"I think they
of such pilots.
Near

envy... she said

misses,

she

said,

are a

frequent problem .

controllers at

the regional air traffic control center

in Palmdale. about 60 miles north of
Los Angeles ’the center watches
over planes as they fls between airfields trom Bakersfield to the Mexican border and into Nevada

and

Utah

There’s lots ot chances it) MISS
(a

planet. said Cottle. it

for Southeast

Airlines

former pilot
"It

happens

all the time.
"Sometimes you see it la small
the big jet says
he can’t see it. They (the blips) come
plane) but the pilot of

together on the radar screen, and you
cringe.

You hope there are two tar-

gets (blips) when it’s over. That happens to controllers

every day

Besides the sheer number of
planes to track, controllers are faced
with the problem that some small
planes either don’t send out complete
int llllll anon

or,

worse

yet.

don’t

transmit any at all
National Transportation Situ it
Hoard officials said the transponder
ot the light plane invovled in Sunday’s crash was turned on hut didn’t
proVIde data on IN altitude

OARTIAVVS

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT
LUNCH SPECIAL $1.95 M-F 1 1:30-2 PM
WE FEATURE

-17

Every Wednefday noon
12:00-1:00 p.m.

Feird Rica

&know Ribs
Pock Rib Suss

Zut t hirti & Pock
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Jumbo Ey, Rolls

Swat r& Sou’ Pock
SMittl& Soon Ribs

Bed Suva

Chow 1.111,4

Beef Csuliflowt

Csamird Chickis

PORT Poo Clairktm

Chick’s Bitoccoli

CORNER OF 8Th & E. SANTA CLARA, OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(ONt Block faom School of ENC,INFERiNC.)

Montolvo Room
ftudent Union

1.86
ANY TWO COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
$ 2.50
ANY THREE COMBINATION
SELECTIONS
NOT valid 0411 on duel elf.
TTRT ewpoa
04040 EXP. ensue

FREE
JUMBO EGG ROLL
*irk past ham
01 Ass 1 OR TIORT
041110RATTOR .111.1 TNT.
it 14Itte pan is
NOT valid work any ilium MI..
Noi redid up to 4 anion
EXP. 9 2296
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Even today, there are still a few students
who don’t have an HP calculator.
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Nixon: Watergate
’thinnest scandal’
WASHINGTON

(Al’)

Three

months before he resigned, a confident
President Richard M. Nixon called Watergate ’’the thinnest scandal in American history." in a private tape-recorded
conversation released yesterday by the
National Archives.
Most of the 4,467 tapes were of various public and official events recorded
by the White House Communications
Agency between Jan. 20. 1969, when
Nixon became president, and Aug. 9,
1974. when he resigned under the prospect of impeachment and conviction for
taking part in the Watergate coverup.
"If these charges on Watergate
were true, nobody would have to ask me
I wouldn’t serve for one
to resign
month," Nixon told Rabbi Baruch Korff
on May 13. 1974.
"But I know they are not true." he
said. "therefore I will stay here and do
the job I was elected to do as well as I
can and let the constitutional process
niake the final verdict,’’
There was talk after Nixon’s resignation of bringing criminal charges
against him. But Gerald R. Ford, who
succeeded him, put a stop to any such action by issuing a pardon for Nixon, "for
any crimes.’’
The audio tapes and a large batch of
television recordings were part of the
materials left behind by Nixon and his
top aides. The government wind the
materials intending to make them public.
but a series of lawsuits and congressional
actions over the years have prevented it.
On June 26, regulations went into
effect to govern public access, but they
permitted challenges by Nixon and 60
others who asked to be notified before
any release. The group of recordings released yesterday also was subject to challenges, but because they were mostly in
the public domain no one apparently
tried to stop them.

WPM.

I rumrposite

Burning the midnight
oil may be necessary.
Burning the 2:00or 3:00
or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
answers you want in time to get a good night’s
sleep.
For instance. our HP-I5C Professional Scientific Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
other calculator. Our HP-4I Advanced Scientific Calculators have
even more potential.
Llisieleletww,

-I

That’s because there are better than 2500 software packages
available for them more than for any other calculator.
There’s even a special plug-in software package (we call it the
Advantage Module)that’s designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you’re
getting enough sleep, you won’t have to lie.
By the way, if you want more information. hist give us a call
at 800-FOR-HPPC. Ask for Dept.658C
HEWLETT
PACKARD

PG12802

ABM
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State will pick up tab
for aspiring teachers
By Amy I.. PubsIan
Daily staff writer
Students planning to become teachers can have their student loans paid by
the state if they meet certain criteria set
down by the state legislature.
California’s legislature passed a
new law encouraging students to enter
the teaching field Under the restructured
program, qualified students can receive
up to $8000 in loan assumption benefits
on the condition that the student enters
the public teaching profession.
The new law restructures the Assumption Program of Loans for Education. Once offered to full-time teachers
only, it requires applicants to be prospective teachers.
Those chosen for the program must
receive a teaching credential in m:ience.
mathematics or bilingual education and
agree to teach that subject in a public
school for three consecutive years Or
they can receive any teaching credential
and agree to teach any subject in a public
school where there is a high population
of low-income students.
Applications are available at the Financial Aid Office. Wahlquist library
South, Room 209. Deadline for the applications and a letter of recommendation is Friday. Oct. 10.
There are 500 openings in the pro-

grain statewide. and SJSI, i,..lated to till
25 of those positions. said Ihniald Ryan.
director of Financial Aid Student Services. The number of teaching credentials
given by the university each year determines how many students can participate
in the program, he said.
"There is $200.000 set aside by the
California legislation for our students
which will be used to pay for their student loans." Ryan said.
Applications will be reviewed by a
four-member screening committee. The
committee will select and recommend 25
students to the APLE commission for
consideration.
Ryan said about 25 percent of the
students at SJSU receive student loans.
Ile said that between 150 to 200 applications will he submitted.
"There has been a shortage of teachers in science. math and bilingual education," he said. "There is also a shod age tit teachers willing to teach in lowincome areas."
Applicants must carry a AO grade
point average and have passed the California Basic Educational Skills I cst to be
eligible for the program. -111e% ’mist have
also finished at least (at units id lower division work and be cunently eimilled in
at least 10 units this

Homecoming ’86 Committee
has corrected past mistakes
By Anthony C. Perez
Daily staff writer
Improved coordinating efforts by
the ’86 Homecoming Committee, as well
as the addition of people with organi7ing
skills and experience, has allowed plans
for Homecoming to progress smoothly,
said ’rim Orozco, Homecoming committee chairman.
"Thus far we haven’t encountered
any problems and we don’t intend to,"
he said. "We’ve corrected the mistakes."
Despite the fact sponsorships have
yet to be secured. Orozco said he feels
confident the experienced people serving
on this year’s committee can avoid the
type of problems that plagued them in
1985.
last year the committee had financial difficulties stemming from a disputed T-shirt contract. The settlement resulted in the committee purchasing 500
T-shirts, instead of 250 originally agreed
upon.
The T-shirt fiasco was a contributing factor to the financial woes that carried over to this year’s Homecoming account.
income earned over from last
year’s Homecoming budget was listed at
approximately $9)5, hut the exact
amount will not be known until an audit
is completed, said Jean Lenart, A.S.
business officer.
The amount of money that carried
over from Homecoming ’84 wa.s $4,000,
Orono said during an Associated Students board of direct
meeting Dec. 4.
According to Oni7co. the Homecoming Committee has only a $2,0130 allocation from the A.S. in its account at
present, but that amount is expected to
increase when sponsorships are secured.
Vice Chairwoman Rebecca Purdin
said the committee needs S3,((X) from
sponsors and expects to hear from them
later this week.
Orono said the committee has
taken steps to prevent a similar problem
from occurring this year by making sure
the T-shirts arrive two weeks prior to
Homecoming so that they can be sold the
entire week. Last year, he said, T-shirts
were sold only on Homecoming Day.
Those not sold last year will be used
to help promote this year’s Homecoming, which is being called "Sparta Gras:
Homecoming Spartan Style." he said.
Homecoming activities begin Sept.
9 and run through the day of the Homecoming game on Oct. 4 when SJSU is
scheduled to play Fresno State at I:10
p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
Orono said the ’85 committee had
additional problems involving Homecoming information. Packets, containing
information pertinent to the events
scheduled for Homecoming Week, were
distributed to student clubs and organize-

t ions in an effort to gain their support and
involvement. The Inter-Residence Hall
complained they were solicited for support last year but did not receive a
packet.
This year packets will be made
available to all campus organiyations "a
couple of weeks prior to Homecoming.’’
Orozco said.
Orozco said he feels the ’86 Homecoming Committee has taken tiecessan’
steps to ensure that this year’s events are
well organized and coordinated the
key, he said was adding experienced
people like Cindy Ono and Scott Dav ies
to the committee.
Homecoming Week events will teature some new activities. but the committee is hoping to expand on "Street
Faire.’’ which is becoming a tradition at
SJSU. Orono said
’The Street Fade should he real l%
good because we’d like to have it two
days this year; ’ Orotcii said. adding that
the committee needs to obtain SJSU
President Gail Fullertons permission to
hold a second day of the Street Faire.
Daniel R. Buerger, executive assistant to Fullerton, said that the president’s
office is receptive to ideas that would
contribute to the success of Homecoming.
"From all indications it (the Street
Fake/ was a success last year.,. we’d
have to wait and see what problems
might arise." Buerger said.
New events this year. Oroyco said,
include plans to hold a street dance and a
post -game party, since the game this
year is scheduled to be played in the afternoon.
Oro7co said he doesn’t
that getting students involved in Homecoming
will be a problem. nor does he feel that
the committee has to pursue community
involvement.
"I’m content in having San Jose
State students get involved than in going
out and seeking (community I support."
he said.
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A.S. budget receives blow from fee hike
By Sue kiyahu
Daily staff writer
The $9.11011 in custodial lees the A..
sociated Students paid to the university
last year has doubled and is expected to
CXpenscs
double again Within a period of three
years. A.S. President Tom Boothe said.
Custodial charges are lor the sus
ices the inn ersit% provides to auxiliary
groups. Mk Ii as A S.
Connie Sauer,
l’he state requires that the university
executive vice president
charge a lee tor its serv ices:* said Dan
of business aMars
Buerger. assistant to the president at
SAE "And the state has to be reimbursed
Hie I ahlorma State University system is setting up a task force to determine how the universities arrive at these eventual phase -in. The collected fees are specific’’, of the task lorce entail, aldivided among the separate offices per- though he is sure that it will +Ruh the
custodial barges
Inconsistencies within the CSI1 sys- forming the services. Sauer said.
differences hetheell the usltmmii,ul Ct.11,
’The fee does not cover the total Or the campuses and More elthicut vs av5
tem among the various campuses have
members of the California State Student expenses fiir the services which the uni- to handle paper
Affairs pushing for an analysis ot the versity provides for A.S.,’’she said.
Gunter emphasued the ape..1 ot
Sauer said a detailed cost study was
system.
studying the problems and iinalv /mg Me
Lou Messner. assistant vice chan- done "about a year and a half" ago at
inconsistencies within the ( St ss stein
cellor of budget planning for the (’St SJSU. which calculated a cost. The
Boothe said
S
fuels tiom
system. said the practice of charging a study is updated annually.
other um ersities ;tic Alm) elite.,1,,,,ing
In a Ille1110 dated March IS. 1985,
collection lee is common amid is done at
the cost detailed showed a $33.000 debt the procedure ot CW.114.11,11 cliii
ever) U1i15els11% in the CM I system with
the A.S. was charged by the university,
auxiliary semi ices, such as A.S.
Bob (hitter, director if (’SSA at although it did not pay the full amount.
According to Sauer. the A.S. has
SJSI. and member ot the task force said
John II illyard. (’St chief ot auxiliary been getting a break. She said if the
and business services, is expected to study showed the real cost was somehead the task force The !ask force thing the mg:int/anon couldn’t afford to
pay, then a phase In. \Shull usually takes
scheduled to begin next month.
The CSSA is a group inade up ot three years. was set up to:Mimi the mg:lstudent. se Inch deals with speed ii issues in/anon to adjust to the cost this is the
tirst %ear of the phase in tot the A.S.
concerning ( ’St campuses
"Bei.iiiise the A S is nth a wealth%
uniscratv serves custodial
sets ice auxiliary service. it’s nia currently helm,
chalee‘
wimpstitleampus
charged the lull .iiitinint." Sauer said
Rut the phase- iii Iii charges has Ili.
In addition to pi, S . the Student
l’inon and Spartan Shops make up some begun, and members of the A.S. ale
of the groups lin rdlich the 111115ersity questioning the methixls by which the
university has deduced the monetar%
perthrills serS lees
Mail deliver% and the collection of charge.
( hinter has been appointed as imc
student fees are among ilk-se’ sox ices.
Connie Sauer, acadenn. eecutive the INN0 student Ilielithers of the sv stem
A
S
!witness
of
laws.
task force designed to analyze Ilic
:t
wide
Nice-president
MON-THURS
said that the estimated ev entual phase -in methods ot determining the custodial
FRIDAY:
of a 536010 charge is part of a policy in fee. the other student member is Si,
SAT, SEPT. 6
which Cills chair,’ au% Mary sen ice chael Rogers horn California State t
versitv at 1 os Angeles. The task 101,
groups for an) service pile ided
Auxiliary’ groups. such as A S.. will stud% iii detail the methods of detei
often don’t have the funds to pay the lull mining custodial charges.
Gunter said he isn’t sure what the
amount for services rendered, thus the

‘The fee does not cover the total
for
the services which the university provides for
the A.S.’

Inconsistencies such as these will be
examined by the tusk force.
"It’s (the task force) been put on
the hack burner for a while, but is scheduled to be on again next month," Gunter
said.

Correction
Due to incorrect information
I om Cl source. it was erroneously
reported in Friday’s issue of the
Spartan Daily that the athletic department would raffle a Mecedes
Benz at the Fresno State game Oct.
4 Hie car will actually be a door
pr/c’ at an event sponsored by the
Spartan Foundation. It is the policy
it ihe 1/aily to correct all errors.
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Airport noise
defended by
proposed law
In a sic
SACRAMF.N l’O (AP)
tory for airport operators, the legislature
approved a bill Friday that would restrict
the numbers of small claims lawsuits
filed by homeowners living near noisy
airports.
Supporters of the measure, AB
1801 by Assemblyman Richard Robinson, 1)-Garden Grove, say groups of
homeowners near the San Francisco and
Orange County airports have repeatedly
filed small claims lawsuits, which can be
filed every 100 days for S1,500 each.
Such suits can be filed time after
time for continuing nuisances, which the
law defines as actions that can cause injury or hurt property values and that can
be discontinued at any time. If a nuisance is permanent, an injured person
must recover damages in one lawsuit and
cannot keep refiling.
In 1985, the state Supreme Court
ruled that airports are the "quintessential
continuing nuisance," and said homeowners may treat airport noise and vibration as a continuing or permanent nuisance.

In a memo dated Feb. 12. CSSA
chair Damonc Hale, noted to Chancellor
W. Ann Reynolds, the California State
University at Hayward charged $28,000
and the California State University San
Francisco charged $72,000 to their individual A.S. in custodial fees.

MONA-MIR%
I RIDAY

11:00AM-9:00PM
11:00AM-7:30PM

SPARTAN PUB
Sony Offers Disk Breaks!
BUY 10 SONY FLOPPY
DISKS . . . WIN GREAT
PRIZES! GET A FREE DISK
STORAGE
CASE!
1 saal

ffl

,J0
/,’"

Here s a great way to get extra mileage trom your
computer budget, PLUS the chance to win a week
Spring Break for two in Daytona Beach and other
terra< Sony prizes!
Just fill out the coupon at your campus bookstore
and you re automatically entered in the Sony Disk
Breaks Sweepstakes Or buy ten Sony 3 5" or 51/,,
Floppy Disks and mail in the coupon with proofof -purchase --you’ll get a FREE Storage Case to put
them in
But hurry this offer extends for a limited time only
If you want Disk Breaks, you better step on ill

Enter The Sony Disk
Breaks Sweepstakes!
No Purch.r.e Ne essarv

SONY.

MON-WI-O
THURS,
FRIDAY:

11:00AMI 1:00PM
1 :00AM-12midnight
11:00AM-9:00PM

UNIVERSITY
RGOM
FACULTY & STAFF DINING
MON-1III

8:00AM-3:00PM

Ca=70duno
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Dog and man make award-winning team

Hustler publisher loses
$2 million in court
LOS ANGF.LES (AP)
Hustler magazine publisher I.arry Flynt
isn’t one to shy away from controversy. He’s fought enough lawsuits to
prove it.
Flynt had a loss and a victory
Friday in two separate court actions.
Hustler magazine was ordered
Friday by a federal appeals court in
Washington to pay more than $2 million to a freelance photographer for
the unauthorized printing of II nude
photographs of former Capitol Hill
secretary Elizabeth Ray. the self-proclaimed mistress of former U.S. Rep.
Wayne Hays.
In a separate decision Friday, a
federal appeals court in New York
found Penthouse magazine publisher
Robert Guccionc "libel -proof" on
the subject of adultery and threw out
a $1.6 million libel judgment against
Hustler.
Guccionc sued Flynt and Hustler
after a 1983 article that said Guccione
was married and was living with a
girlfriend. Guccionc had been divorced in 1979 but he’d been living
with a girlfriend since 1966.
Flynt, who made a short-lived
hid for the Republican presidential
nomination in 1984, hasn’t been so
lucky in other cases. however.
A federal appeals court in Richmond, Va.. has upheld a $200,000

AIDS patient
barred from flight
dies in Bay Area
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
An
AIDS patient who attracted national attention after he was barred from a Delta
Air lines flight has died.
The San Francisco-bawd Mobilization Against AIDS had threatened a boycott of Delta after Mark Sigers. 31 . was
removed from a Delta flight Aug. 5 in
Atlanta because he was unaccompanied
by a medical attendant.
The airline three days later apologized for the inconvenience caused to
Sigers, averting the boycott. Sigers returned to San Francisco on an Eastern
Airlines flight.
"In a world full of what appear to
be impersonal forces against individual
rights, many people will never know
whether they made a difference." said
Frank Richter, co-chairman of Mobilization Against AIDS. "fhere’s no goes
tion Mark did...

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Ile could be in the bushes, or perhaps he has taken to the trees. Maybe he
is crouched inside the crude shelter off to
the left, or maybe he is . well, who
knows?
The Shadow knows.
Shadow, a 2 -year-old purebred German shepherd, makes up half of the University Police Department’s canine unit.
Officer Brian Garrett is the other half.
and as Shadow’s handler and partner, he
puts a great deal of faith in the dog’s abilities. both on the job and in competition.
"Everything that I’m involved in,
he’s involved in, Garrett said.
"When I’ve got two or three suspects. I can only take one guy. So. I put
him on the others.
"We are a team. He’s my partner."
That trust and camaraderie has led
the t,iH to several titles in canine competition, throughout the state during the
past year.
Shadow placed third in the attack
phase and fourth overall in a Modesto
competition in January. He took first in
the search phase of a Stockton meet iii
May and also placed first at the California police trials in Newport Beach in
June.
The hest segment to IA in is the
search phase because it is what the dogs
are used for most often. Garrett said.
In a search crimpetition. a person
posing as a suspect hides in a wooded
area approximately 300 square feet in

award to evangelist Jerry Falwell. Jurors had found the Moral Majority
leader the victim of emotional distress by a Hustler cartoon depicting
him as an incestuous drunkard.
Flynt, 43. left a paraplegic by a
1978 assasination attempt in 14wrenceville,
Ga..
was
admitted
unconscious to a Los Angeles hospital Aug. I I with an undetermined illness, but was released several days
later, according to a hospital spokesman. The cause of his illness was not
released.
The father of four who lives in
I.os Angeles could not be reached
Friday evening through his publishing company in Century City,
said security officer John Savage.
Flynt has gained notoriety in the
past for his courtroom antics.
’Iwo years ago, a federal judge
in Los Angeles ordered him gagged
and handcuffed to his wheelchair
after an obscene outburst during a
court hearing.
Another federal judge here put
Flynt on probation for three years and
ordered him to continue psychiatric
counseling alter he Meg:illy wore a
Purple Heart military decoration.
A charge for desecrating an
American flag, which he wore like a
diaper, was dropped or a guilty plea
on the Purple Heart charge.

site. I he canine is released and iliwa
alert its master.
Shadow and Garrett are eiinst.wi
companions. Although they live to
gether. Shadow actually belongs to the
state. The state purchased the Frankfurt bred dog for $5,000, which also covered
his initial training in Germany.
Consequently, Shadow only responds to commands in German. He receives tune-up training twice monthly
from a professional trainer and maintenance training from Garrett every other
day.
The maintenance training is essential, "or elsc the dog will get really lazy
on you, Garrett said.
A competition this month in Modesto will be one of Shadow’, last for this
year. Garrett said that once school is in
session, he and Shadow must concentrate on campus crime.
Their duties w tide patrolling together have included a kidnapping case.
a mountain search and rescue and the re
Cent apprehension ot an alleged car thief .
And in spite of the games. Garrett
trust, his lite to Shadow. he said.
The first gun shot where I was hit,
he would come out of the car automatically. Garrett said.
Garrett does not take such obcdi
ence and commitment lightls
"It I Vk as to leave the department.
I’d offer them every penny thes had put
into
he said

April Swift
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t I’D Officer Brian Garrett trophies the canine has won in
and his dog Shadow show off the competitions across the state.
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Its wild.
Sears Savings Bank has just freed student checkbooks
With lntelli-Checking
There’s no minimum balance requirement Or per-check
charge And we’ve made it easy to qualify for a $100 line of
credit. (So you can start establishing your own credit history.)
Well start you out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And we’ll store your checks for you, too.
Of course, if you need money quick, you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-campus automated teller, the

"Easy Money Machine"- It’ll keep you in cash 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Bookshop
between August 25 and 29. Or come to our nearby branch,
(285 South First Street, 298-13(X)),
ro
A member of the
Sears Financial Networka
and open your Intelli-Checking
account. And join in the free-for-all.

SEARS

ATM located across the street from
the Student llnion.

==

BANK

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most
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Five hundred recruits
fail to meet standards

Perez anxious to pass the test

Abraham Haile

Daily stall photographer

IC transfer Nlike Pere/ hopes to turn around the Spartans’ fortunes

Cal running back
balances classes
vk sib playing time
I laving c.on
RERKE1 I
quered the Classrisnii Iris .111111Rer, Mark
Hicks is featly to take on the Pacific -10
Conference this tall.
"We’Ve grit the potential to go to a
bowl game this year." the I niversity of
California’s talented sophomore running
back said.
Hicks told the Pat- 10 look,’
Skywriters that he took eight units ril
!AMMO’ school classes to make up teo
incompletes last year.
"School is as .1 hit tougher than
thought it would be. he admitted. " I
thought I could come in and play and I’d
know what to do I academicall% d Rut I
didn’t. I started falling behind tin class;
"I think I’ve got a handle on it
It was a problem as a
now, he said
careless freshman. I might
freshman
say ’
On the tield, Hicks got top marks as
a freshman. gaining 538 %ards rush., e
on 19 pass receptions .,
and 111
limited playing time.
"One difference this year is I’ll he
getting the ball a lot more," Hicks said
"They’ll be coming alter me, but I’m
ready for it."
Coach Joe Kapp, starting his fifth
year, said Flicks and the team’s im
pnwed depth will enable them to compete.
"Marc Hicks gises us a chance."
Kapp said. "As a team man, as enthusiastic and as confident as he is. he’s
very important to u%.’’
The Hears will be led at quarterback
by junior Brian Redford and senior
Kevin Brown, who also shared the ioh
during last year’s 4-7 campaign liedliird
enters the Sept. 13 season -opening pineal Rostim College as the No. 1 man
The remainder of the offense v. ill
have a slightly different Iimk, as he
Rears have tried to find some speed to go
along with Flicks, who runs 4 1 for 40
yards.
Redshin freshman Darrin Greer and
Oklahoma transfer Chris Richards both
boast great speed. as does freshman wide
receiver Michael I d,

Greg Sir% ker
Daily stall writer
lie’s never taken a snap in a major
college football game.
Ile didn’t even play all four quarters
in his junior college games.
Yet Spartan quarterback Mike Perez
has drawn nothing but praise from his
coaches and teammates dunng Summer
training camp.
Perez, a junior college transfer from
Taft Community College, will he the
starting quarterback for SJSU when the%
open the season against Oregon Saturday
night at Spartan Stadium.
"His work over the summer was
most impressive:* Coach Claude Gilbert
said. "He came back in great physical
condition.
"A lot of credit is due him for the
way he’s got himself ready."
Perez. a 6-foot -2, 205-pound junior, has the physical tools to become a
quality quarterback at the four-year college level. Gilbert said.
’His size helps:* Gilbert said. "He
can see over the linemen and he’s very
strong, which makes him hard to knock
down.
"tic’s got a very strong arm. and he
will throw it about as far us you want it.’’
Perez managed to beat out junior
riansfers Ken Lutz and Tony I -my.
I xicy is expected to miss the first
iwo games because of a dislocated shoulder he suffered in the team’s first scrimmage.
The starting spot was left wide open
once last year’s quarterback Doug Allen
was declared academically ineligible.
Perez is majoring in Administration
of Justice.
He redshirted last season so he
could learn the offensive system better.
.I.wo years ago at Taft Community
College, he completed 65.5 percent of
his passes.
Perez was also an all -city player at
South Hill High School in Denver.
"I feel I’ve learned the system pretty well." Perez said. "The year I
redshined helped me a lot."
"I’m anxious for the season to get
going." he said. "I think everbtxly is
really eager to see how we’re going to
do."
Perez has an improved receiving
, nips to haul in has passes.
Wide receiver Greg Eskridge ha,
impressed players and coaches this sum
mcr with his speed.
Eskridge has run the 40-yard dash
in 4.42 seconds and the 100 in 9.5.
In addition. wide receiver Lai(
Malauulii is health this season

447 ( irat

The Spartans open against four Pac10 teams, which means he will face
some talented defensive atheletes.
The only question Gilbert has is
whether he can execute under pressure.
"There aren’t any apparent weaknesses... Gilbert said. "It’s just a matter
ot him doing it under fire.’

"A sc11001 recruits between 30
and 35 athletes in football and basketball," he said. "Multiply that by the
286 Division I schools and that’s 8,500 kids, less really because not all
schools are in both sports. To find 400
or so ineligible, that’s 5 percent. On
average, that’s very positive.’’
Proposition 414, adopted in 19143
and implemented Arug I, requires a
minimum grade point average and
standardized test scores covering a
basic core curriculum of II high
school collfSCS
A sliding scale is in effect now,
but by 1988 only a 2.0 GPA and a 700
on the Scholastic Aptitude Test 115 on
the American College Test) will he acceptable minimums for freshmen eligibility
SC Iirsils that failed to respond to
the slIAC.\ included Memphis State
Coppin State, Lamar,
tbaskeihall
Eno ersity of Pennsylvania. Mississippi V.illey l’rairie View. Boston
’IliVersity. (’al -Santa Barbara and
TeilllOssee State.
I ine University of Virginia and
Washington State declined to answer
questions about freshmen eligibility.
Grumbling referred phone calls to
football Coach Eddie Robinson, who
was unasailable for comment.
Black athletes appeared to be
bearing the brunt of the new rules’ impact.
Rethune-Cookman. a small black
school that plays in the Mid -Eastern
Athletic Conference. recruited 12
freshman football players and lost all
of theni

Spartan quarterbacks were intercepted 23 times last season.
Combined with a spotty defense and
a demoralizing start, SJSU finished 2-s
Keeping the ball from defender, hands will he a big challenge for Pere,
this season.
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during all summer.
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IF YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESN’T
CARRY SHARP CALCULATORS,
CALL AND COMPLAIN.

77-281ti

Casio
fx-7000G
The Programmable
Scientific Calculator
that has more to offer
16 character x 8 line display
422 program steps
29 to 78 memories
Graph function

SPA.RTA.N
BOOKSTORE
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PETER CASE
U

He caught only 13 passes last year
because of a nagging toot injury but
caught 76 passes at Palomar Junior College the year before.
Perez has impressed Mulauulu this
summer with his cool under pressure and
his delivery.
"Mike stays in the pocket a long
time. Malauulu said. "He has a nice
touch, hut when he nerds 10 drill it, he
does."
Perez said he patterns himself after
Pittsburgh Steeler great Terry liradshaw,
who quarterbacked the NH. club to four
Super Bowl victories.
Bradshaw was able to stay calm in
the face of tremendous defensive pressure, and Perez must do the same if he
expects tribe succesful.

Almod
NEW YORK (AP)
500 niajor-college football and basket
ball recruits are ineligible this year
under new. stricter NCAA academic
standards. an Associated Press survey
shows.
survey, conducted by telephone dunng the the past two weeks,
found that 358 football recruits and
134 basketball prospects will be unable to play their freshman years.
Twelve schools did not respond.
Among other findings:
Almost half of the 286 NCAA
Division I -A schools lost recruits for
basketball, football or both.
Hit hardest were small, predominantly black schools, such as BethuneCookinan and Alabama State, which
lost almost their entire football recruiting classes.
Oklahoma. college football’s defending national champion, lost the
most recruits among major schools.
with 11 ineligible freshmen
Brown,
The [vs League
Penn, Cornell, Columbia, Princeton,
Yale. Dartmouth and Harvard
had
the best recruiting record. It lost nil
one_
About 20 percent of the ineligible players conic from four major
conferences. the Southeastern 1351,
Southwest (30), Big Fight I24i and the
Big Ten 1221.
"I don’t think the number is
alarming when you spread it across
286 schools... said Jack Davis. NCAA
president and faculty representative for
Oregon State. "I thought more athletes would he ineligible...
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Labo Malauulu,
sist wide receiser

CONTACT
Foreign Languages in
Sweeney Hall, Am 219

JOB ON-( :AN!I ’1 ’54 INTER VIEWS
December ’Hti & Nlay

’Mike stays in the
pocket a long time. He
has a nice touch, hut
when he needs to drill
it, he does.’

S ept 4th 12 noon

Sharp calculators are designed to be
first in their class.
Our EL-533 financial calculator
for example, has twenty memories compared to just five for the
competition. So it lets you do
complex calculations like discounted cash flow
analysis.
For those who
:
--- prefer lab coats to
pinstripes, there’s
rilta.... . our EL-506A scientific calculator. With
444-1
.....,
fff
..e.
its 10-digit display,
4, -,*
direct formula entry
ea
go:atar: and 93 scientific functions, it makes performing even the most
difficult calculations easy as pi.
And because it’s sleek, slim and
stylish, you’ll never look out of
step as science marches on.
The fact is, Sharp makes all
kinds of ingenious little calculators that can help get you
through college. And help you
pay for It
Because unlike college...
they’re surprisingly affordable.

lam!
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SJSU drug testing
delayed by deficit
By Paul Malty
Daily stall writer
Drug testing of athletes at SJSU
will not be implemented this semester
AS originally planned.
Budgetary problems that have
wracked the men’s athletic department
are the main reason drug testing has
not been instituted, according to Vern
Wagner, interim inen’s athletic director.
In addition, the athletics board, a
university tick isory group, returned in
March a proposed drug testing program to an ad hoc committee tor further consideration.
here was a proposal that had
been given to them (the athletics
board)," Wagner said,
and they
wanted more clarification...
"What we saw was a program
with a lot of questions," Athletics
Board Chairman Carol Christensen
said. "We wanted the program to
focus on the educational part of it."
Christensen said the athletics
board also wanted more feedback from
coaches.
"We don’t want to approve
something the coaches don’t want."
she said. "We felt the coaches should
be consulted.’
.
In January, former Men’s Athletic Director Lynn hilelson said a
drug testing program would be in place
by this semester.
But that was before budget revelations and the athletic board’s deferring of the original drug testing proposal.
Charlie Miller, head men’s athletics trainer and chairman of the ad hoc
committee, said his group had been
working since last year to put a testing
program together.
Miller said they studied drug programs at other schools to determine
what would work, and they investigated the legal aspects of any proposed
program.
"The mechanical aspects (of a
drug testis: program) arc there,"

Miller said, incaning the committm
had established a system of securing
"good samples" by preventing tampering, and had set up a system of
handling the results.
Miller said there was a wide
range ol beliefs concerning punitive
action at the athletics board’s March
meeting.
His conunittee had proposed a
one-year loss of eligibility on the first
offense and mandatory counseling or,
in severe cases, rehabilitation.
The handling of people who
tested positive would be three-tiered.
with the third offense calling for automatic expulsion from the institution.
’’lire idea of any program is, first
off, to help the kids, to identify a
fern, and then to get him help. Thai
was the unanimous feeling of the committee... he said.
However, both Wagner and
Women’s Athletic Director Mary Zim
merman place top priority on drug education.
"Personally. I feel drug testing is
like closing the gate after the horse has
gotten out." Wagner said. "We have
to make the student-athlete aware of
the haurd."
Zimmerman said she would like
to take drug education a step further by.
offering it to the campus community.
As it stands now, athletes usually
receive drug education from team
trainers and arc given an NCAA painphlet to read.
Each athlete must then sign a
waiver stating he has read the pamphlet, Wagner said.
Signing the waiver also allows
the NCAA to test the athlete for drugs.
At January’s NCAA convention
in New Orleans, member schools
passed Proposition 311, which instituted mandatory drug testing at all
NCAA championships and bowl
games. Furthermore, it provided for
random NCAA testing of various universities.

HUGE SAVINGS ON CALCULATORS
[4,-;.
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By Karin Smail
Daily staff writer
It confidence was a disease, women’s golf coach Mark Gale would be in
an intensive care ward under constant
watch. According to Gale, SJSU’s
toughest competition this year will be itself.
The Spartans will be competing in
the PCAA conference for the first time
Ibis season, because of a shortage of
teams in the NorCal conference.
San Diego State, Hawaii and Long
Beach State are the only teams competing with SJSU. and Gale said the Spartans have never lost a tournament to any
of the three.
"We will see each of the teams in
our conference three times over the season, and San Diego will be the toughest
team we’ll face. I’m expecting to see us
tinish first in the league," Gale said.
Gale certainly has the lean) with
which to win.
Four players from the 1985 team.

sity and the University of Oklahoma will
all be up there in the rankings."
SJSU is consistently one of the best
women’s golf teams in the nation. and
former Spartans Patty Sheehan and Julie
Inkster never hesitate to praise the
SCht/Oi’s program.
"Inkster lives right here in Los
Altos. and whenever she’s in town she’ll
collie over and give the girls putting or
chipping tips. ’ ’ Gale said. "She’s a great
influence sin the players, and a major
reason why the top recruits choose SJSU
over other schools "
As if out sit respect for Sheehan. the
Spartans won the 1985 SJSU-Shechan
Ins national. defeating II ranked teams,
top ranked ’texas

Spartans expected to dominate
which was ranked third in the nation, are
back on the links.
All -America juniors Dana Lifland
and Julie Balls, both accomplished veterans with high national rankings, should
again be a force in the Spartans’ quest to
win the NCAA championship.
Australian recruit Lisa Ipkendan7 is
also back, much to Gale’s relief. The talented Aussie had debated returning to the
"land down under" for financial reasons, but she changed her mind.
Senior Nancy Brown, juniors Rene
Van Fossen and Jackie Wilson and sophomore Anne Jones will make it tough for
Gale to decide which five team members
will travel to tournaments this year.
the team has matured a great
deal, and all the girls are excellent, olive- I
rienced players." Gale said. "All of
them go through cycles however - times when they play really well. and I

times when their scores are really high.
"I’m sure they ’II all get tournament
playing time
Each team plays three qualifying
rounds before every tournament, and the
lowest combined scores determine which
players will compete.
The Spanans finished eighth in the
NCAA championships last year.
"We’re favored to win the PCA A
and also to finish in the top ten in the natiim," Gale said. "Honda has won the
NCAAs the last two years, and Oklahoma Slate, Southern Methodist Univer-
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so forth. But if you use your DiscountBanking account the way
it is designed, you’ll enjoy checking free of monthly fees. See our
New Accounts representative for details. DiscountBanking saves
you time because you can make an unlimited number of 24 hour
Readyflellere transactions. And you can obtain a Fteadgeller card
for use the same day you open your account.

Save On Airlines.
Save On Travel.
Save On Entertainment.
Save When You Dine.
But Hurry, Offer Is Limited.
Now you can get a checking account/ire of monthly service
charges, plus great discounts with Security Pacific
DiscountBanking’-Discount Rim program. But don’t delay
This exciting offer ends November 7th, 1986.

The most exciting
few hours
you’ll spend all week.

DiscountBanking Lets You Save
On Your Checking Account.
DiscountBanking saves you money, saves you time. It saves you
money because it is free of monthly service charges if you write
10 or fewer checks per month, and keep a $100 minimum balance.
Your DiscountBanking Account is subject, of course, to the same
charges as any other Security Pacific checking account for river -

Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead.
And develop the confidence and
skills you won’t get from a textbook.
Enroll in Army ROTC
as one of your electives. Get the facts

DiscountBanking Lets You Saw
Big On All Kinds Of Rm.
Open a DiscountBanking account now and we’ll give you a
coupon book packed with value. You’ll get great discounts on airline
travelup to $100 off a ticket. You’ll save up to 50% at fine hotels.
You’ll enjoy meals from the fast to the fabulous at up to 50% off.
You’ll get great discounts at Universal Studios, the Queen Mary &
Spruce Goose, Sea %rid, on wine country tours, whale watching
and more. Save on UCLA football, Giants and A’s baseball, Aztec
soccer and other sporting events. Save on movies, concerts, shows
and the theater. And coupons are good until November 1,1987
Certain restrictions apply.
DiscountBanking, Discount Fun. It’s all from Security Pacific
Bank, only from Security Pacific Bank. But you have to act now
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At San Jose State
See Capt. George Jicha
Room 308, MacQuarrie Hall
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Open University fights state squeeze

Drumming things up

By Paula Nay Christiansen
Daily staff writer
Open University will remain open,
despite a $2 million systemwide budget
cut to the program that must be recaptured by individual CSU campuses.
Last year when Gov. George Deukmejian planned the 1986-87 budget, proposals to avert a reimbursement from the
program to the state were blue-penciled.
Bob Donovan, director of Open
University. led the campaign urging the
legislature to reimburse the general
fund. He said the proposals did make it
through the Legislature, but were vetoed
by the governor, who is "very ignorant
of the program."
Donovan said the governor is relying on an income base that is several
years outdated, but if the base is updated
when the budget is reviewed in January.
the program will stand a better chance of
surviving.
A 25-pereent reimbursement from
the total Open University nameurrent enrollment). funds of the 19 CSU campuses was assessed, according to Paul
Itiailley. associate dean of Continuing
I.ducation.
It amounts to an estimated $300,000 of the total expected revenue from
the SJSU program that must be returned
to the chancellor’s office.
The Commission for kttientled Education, the chancellor’s committee that
makes
recommendations
regarding
conti nu i ne education programs to the

MI Bur 1. head , a junior in biology , drums on a
pad bet% \ 1111 the Music and art buildings. mem-

Bennet - - Daily staff photographer
her id the Spartan Marching Band, he is practi ing "chops" for the first fiiiitfiall game Sept.

Project 88 awaits construction bids
By Oscar Guerra
Daily stall writer
"l ’he new engineering building is
scheduled to be ready for use by fall
1988, SJSU officials said.
The project is the largest cun-entl.,
in the California State Universily. system, with a budget of $30 million, said
Barbara Pluta, design and construction
manager.
There are a total of tour hid packages that will be made for the different
stages of construction. The first hid is
slated to go out Sept. 9.
The technique being used to speed
up the construction and building process.
called fast track, is different than the traditional methods of planning and constructing, said Mohammad Qayoumi, associated executive vice president of
Eac lines Development and Operations.
l’he traditional ~thud of building
is to finish all the plans for all phases of
the project first, then begin construction,
Qayoumi said.
In the fast -track method, construction can begin bernre the rest of the project plans are finished. Qayoumi said.
’ ’Because we can save time, we can
save money." Plum said.
The original plan is to complete the
new building first on the site of the old
1951 building. which is scheduled to be
demolished as soon as the first bid package is awarded. ’luta said.
There is no elate on when the second
bid package will be awarded. Pinta said.
After the new protect is completed,
the renovation on the 1963 building will
be done, she said.
"We have an agreement with Perini
Construction guaranteeing a construction
cost ceiling of $30 million." l’Iuta said.
"Anything above that will he their problem."
Penni Construction is handling the
overall supers. ishin OT the project, and
the companies that w in the bid packages
will do the work. Pluta said.
The four bid packages will entail
different stages of the building of the
project, Pluta said. The first stage will
involve demolition tit [he 51 building

and site utilities hookups such as electrical, steam and gas, she said.
The second package will require
building all structural steel.
All concrete floors and foundations
will be built in the third bid package.
The last package will complete all
finishes. including ’mint, ceilings.

floors, electrical outlets and the finished
look of the building.
"This will bring SJSU to state-ofthe-art facilities and one of the hest in the
country," Qayoumi said.
The new engineering building is
projected to he read) for use by fall of
1988

state, was told that there was !tot enough
money in state funding system to take up
the slack for Open University programs.
Open University provides an opportunity for part-time students to attend
classes without being formally admitted
to the university. Students pay $67 per
unit to attend.
The program is the only way for
disqualified students to be readmitted to
the university. Students are required to
enroll for at least six units of study
through Open University if they are denied readmission by the Admissions and
Standards Committee. After submitting a
petition to the committee, they must
complete the courses with a minimum
2.0 GPA and are placed on probation
after reinstatement.
Bradley said the governor felt it inappropriate that tax dollars be used to
support a program that is designed to be
self-supporting from its own tuition. He
said the governor speculated that because
the state was providing the classrooms
for the university, there was state support
going to the program. Bradley said this
was "faulty reasoning."
"The seats being used are, in effect, unfilled seats." Bradley said.
"The state saves $$,000 per student
enrolled in the program," Donovan said.
That is the amount that the state provides
for each full-time student enrolled in the
university.
One of the fears of the reimbursement V.3, that departments would not be

willing to take additional students, Bradley said.
"We were afraid that if they were
only receiving a drop in the bucket, there
would be no incentive to take on more
students," Bradley said. The fear has
proven itself to be unfounded.
Each department will continue to
receive its two-thirds of the program
funds for operating and support budgets,
but instead of working with the S660,000
available last year, the total will be reduced to an estimated ¶580,000 this
year.
"The faculty recogniaes that niany
of these students have educational needs
and few ways to meet those needs,"
Bradley said.
’Students are the pninary concern.
When an Open University student presents himself and wants to learn, we are
not going tel turn him away.’
Bradley said he isn’t aware of any
other CSU campuses dropping their
Open University programs.
Donovan said the budget proposals
in January for the 1987-88 general fund
will better determine the program’s life
span.
’We are relying on Deukmejian’s
Department of Finance people.’’ Donovan said. "and their proposal does not
stand up to real ity.
He said the program will stand the
best chance of continuing with proper
funding " . . . if we get a new governor "

FOCUS YOUR ENERGY
AT VARIAN

SAN JOSE ART
FOR ALL YOUR ART SUPPLY NEEDS
Focused energy created this Lichtenberg figure or electron tree. Generated by Vanan’s
Clinac 2500., Medical Linear Acceler3tor, 2.6 it tO electrons were released through a to....
point in an acrylic medium 311(( " (00 eViti1" ‘(- (heir path to the outside world.
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Open Nights 9-9 M -F
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HOURS
NEW LOCATION
SERVICE

Bring your energy and academic
training into focus at Varian. In one of
our four operating groups, you might
concentrate on equipment used to fonn
complex Gallium Arsenide structures,
on continuing advances in microwave
tube technology, on instrumentation for
pollution studies, or on breakthrough
developments in our medical linear
accelerator used to fight cancer.
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When You Need it Right Now!
Lowest Prires Night & Weekends aku

DISCOUNT
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%triad., Specials
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Varian is an international Fortune
500 electronics innovator that focuses
creative energy on finding technological
solutions to diverse real -world problems, and delivers these solutions to the
marketplace.

All are welcome! Please sign up now for
on -campus interviews to be held on:

Monday, October 20.
Contact your campus Career Planning
81 Placement Office, Bldg. Q for more
information. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Focus your energy at Varian and bring your ideas into focus.

IA F 9 9 SAT 10 530 SUN 12- 5

408-298-8422

THE

Thursday, October 16, 1986
at 12:30 p.m. in the
Student Union Montaivo Room.

fivarian

;IlSAN JOSE AR1

481 S. BASCOM AVE, SAN JOSE
i’
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF STEVENS CREEK
_....gar
HOURS

Varian’s San Jose State University
Campus Manager will discuss professional opportunities at our slide presentation on:

Varian Corporate College Relations, 611 Hansen Way, F 1 30-NP, Palo Alto, California 94303
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EDUCATION
County Transit can help get you to
class on time.
With 17 routes serving the university
campus, County Transit provides you
with convenient, frequent and reliable
service.
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What’s more, County Transit’s monthly
Flash Passes make riding the bus
economical too.

0:kip%

T

Discounted monthly Flash Passes,
good for unlimited rides on County
Transit are available at the Associated
Students Business Office, Room 235
of the Student Union.
Monthly Flash Pass - $15.00
(Save $5.00 off the regular price)
Monthly Express Flash Passes - $25.00
(Save $4.00 off the regular price)

FREE BUS SERVICE
Sieck.AS(0159’50-1Vr.P
*00

County Transit is offering free service on Line 65 during September. Line 65 serves the campus directly
from Almaden Valley.
For more information on County Transit services call (408) 287-4210, North County residents call
(415) 965-3100, South County residents call (408) 683-4151.
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1.0S ANGF.I.ES (API One of the
few things Gene Siskel and Roger Ebert
agree on is that their rivalry sparks their
movie review show.
Siskel and Ebert agree on little else,
and that keen sense of competition has
helped make stars of the two Chicago
film critics who still consider themselves
just working newspapermen.
This month they begin their ninth
season on the air with a new version of
their movie review show, called "Siskel
& Ebert & The Movies."
"The success of the show still astonishes us." said Siskel. "None of it
was planned. I think it shows that newspaper people who are given a heat and
given time to develop expertise can become very effective communkators on
television.

"Roger and I are intense competitors I think it’s this rivalry and competition that fuels the show. The key is that
were two newspapermen who sit around
and argue about movies."
Chicago has always been a city of
intense newspaper rivalry. Siskel was the
daily film critic for the Chicago Tribune
for 17 years and will continue writing reviews and comentary for the newspaper
and its syndicate twice a week. Ebert has
been with the Chicago Sun -limes for 19
years and in 1975 became the only film
critic to win the Pulitrer Prire for distinguished criticism.
the rivalry is such that they asked
to be interviewed separately. Siskel, who
is tall, slim and has a receding hairline.
was first. Then came Ebert, who is
shorter and rounder, has a mop of curly

any
their
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Competition sparks Siskel and Ebert
hair and wears homrim glasses
"Our professional competition has
been a fact of life since 1969. We were
not really on speaking terms," Eben
said. "We were film critics for rival
morning newspapers. We’d go to the
same screenings, hut we wouldn’t
speak."
"People talk about our chemistry,
but that had nothing to do with our original selection to do this show."
In 1977, it Chicago public television
station asked Siskel and Ebert to participate in a weekly show reviewing the arts.
At first the show was distributed free
around the country, then it was bought
by a majority of the PBS stations.
"Sneak Previews" went on to become
the highest -rated half-hour weekly show
in the history of PBS.
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Spartaguide
Psi Chi will be having a bake sale todin, lrom 10 a.ni. to 2
p.m. outside the Student Union. For more information call Stephanie Flinr 267-8469.
The Gay and lesbian Alliance will have a get aquainted
meeting tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. in the Almaden Room of the
Student Union. For more ttliorillalltin ii I Sieve Stein 2934630.

Robotics and Automated Manufacturing will have its first
meeting of the semester today at 12:30 p.m. in engineering
Room 337. For more infiirmation call Richard Arevedo or
Bryan Murahashi 277-2501.
MEChA (Movimiento F.studiantil Chicano De Aram)
will have a meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Pacheco Room of the
Student Union. For more information call Carmen or Marta
29B-2511
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Campus
The Spartan football team needs record -breaking attendance this year to compensate for the deficit created from a
poor season last year, loss of television revenues and over-enthusiastic attendance projections.
University police arrested two suspected bike thies es utter
the victim caught and detained one of the suspects himself. Bicycle thefts have been an on -going problem on campus.
CSU faculty members have begun another academic year
without a contract, their second since they adopted collective
bargaining in 1983.
At a meeting last week, an official for the California Faculty Association said the negotiations appeared dim.
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After the football team’s final pre -season scrimmage.
Head Coach Claude Gilbert said he was pleased with the Spartans’ offensive game. But Defensive Coordinator Sam Gruncisen was not impressed with the defense’s performance.
Doug Allen, last season’s starting quarterback, was declared academically ineligible for the year by SJSU Faculty
Representative Charles Whitcomb Thursdas Allen is still attending SJSU as a full-time student.

"Where’s Rover these days/ I haven’t seen
him since we redecorated three weeks
ago!

Thick Crust

Classified
AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE, S. Jo... best
BUGS All guaranteed.. 100.. financing. OAC Cali VW Restoration at 297-0200 5200 discount on
vehicle purchase w univ I
60 MONTE CARI 0 06, auto. loaded
with options
Good condition
$300060 Call 739.1150
73 CAPRI 2600 eutomatic. air well
main?, great student car 5950.
9474121, Lore. leave message
69 MUSTANG Aqua sedan. 08 automatic, ON maint ideal student

ear. $2990 beet of.

734-9110

COMPUTERS

PART

TIME

STUDENT

employee
wonted for Spartan Shops Catering. Professional attitude re-

WAITRESS
NAGASAKI RFSTAU
RANT Specialising in Japanese
cuisine We ere now hiring for

quired Expettenced but nol necessary Content Jack or Karen at
277-3163

lunch shifts Contact Make or Jim
at 297-0153

RECREATION

LEADERS

Santa

RENT EXCHANGE

FOR

ASSISTING

disabled student

with personal
care and nousework Mon thru
Fri Sam to 10 15 am WIII train.
call 243-8900
SJSU PHONATHON needs callers S6510 hr

3 nts wit

Near campus.

277-9206

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS...........
IBM MS-DOS CPU ALTOS

STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Apply now In

Portabtes-OSEIORN-TRS40
500 Disk. formats
Word Pro $9400 a disk

the Student Union Directors Office All lobs start at 55 per hr
AL-010-01.st whnicien, mainte-

.....

Oyer

Tapes
...ors -Meg
Prompt Service PU & Oellvery
Seri,
Creative
Data
Ices

008)886-6080

FOR SALE
FUTONS. Clualtly cotton products
Create your own living & sleeping
space with our futons, pillows
and frames Custom Futons & Pit’
lows Plus, 302 El Pee. Shopping

Campbell

Center (at Sankt.*
Av.), San Jose. 378-5646

10%
diecount on Futons with this ad
I SELL ONL Y ONE model and size
(23’( of bike, but you can own a
new 12-19ee4 for less than 1II5
MIIC Bicycle Sales offers low
cost trensportellon needs tor the
30 day guarantee All

student

sales final Call Days 942.7736.
(ve. 293-4780 Ask for J.
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow them from us. Real Estate.
MOthiellonal. Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose frontt We’ll also accept
any used cour. lor credit toward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Seminar ilbvary
(BOO) 824-2222 s 132
1980 SUZUKI 058500 Faring. trunk.
looks & runs good Call 384-7399
11300 ta

HELP WANTED
AUTO & TRUCK RENTAI utIlIty per
son Good driving record. flexible
hours, great p1 lob $551 Mon,
Rentals, 1717 N 1st SI San

arch

Jows
GREAT P600 MRS Near Campus..
SIO hr. 3 nts wk SJSU Annual
Fund Call 277.92013
HOUSEKEEPING (PT) HELP -Female
Student to clean homes Trensp
S2 hr bonus
fornIshed $561
for perfect ettenden. 2793396
FOR PART TIME work?
Togo’. 01 900 N First St la hiring
for day time posttlon Plea.. call
287-4570 or Inquire wIthin

OWING

LUNCH

siert

WAITRESS

MINATO

Jpe.se
M. at 996-9711

needed
cosine Call

NEW OPPORTUNITY. Fern 1200,000
lo 1500,000 Cell Tony I ucleno at
(408)2595314
OFFICE

ASST. Flex hr. eves
weekend. Varied dull. In retell
credit office Cell Debby at 796
7193, Ruseella Furniture

nance

assistant,

Reasonable rates -shared or single available Walking dletance to
San Jose State Office
ST, 9984234

Call

TEACHING ASSISTANTS’
High school sulttects
Satisfy prel.ching requirement
R.N. 3 units 5 hours per week
14 00 per hour UPWARD BOUND
WL C 219. call 777-2338
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for tev,
outspoken people to sell air tirnis
This position

requires
good
voice and a strong desire to make
money Cell Mrs Green at 371381W
SALES-pat?

time

Sail

the Mercury... Guaranteed 14 506, plus
commission Shifts 9AM-IPM or
plus
4 30PM-8 30PM. Most -Fri
subscriptions

to

Sal Cell today 14011) 983-1801
TELEPHONE SAL ES-SR-SI hr eves
& wItnds Lawn ...Ilion and testi.
Greet customer ilsts
Green Thumb I wen Service 249

Milton
0556

the following positions NIGHT
AUDITOR (his full-Orne position
offers of scellent benefits and com
petItly salary 1 Iprnlem shift,
32 -hour week Previous hotel ex
patience prefer.. not necessary
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Var,
led shffts (40-600r week) and varied duties (vsket delivery, airport
We call
runs, shopppings. etc
this our chautter -gopher posi-

PERMANENT

sis Canter, Koil Business Park al
Hwy 101$ N Falr.ks Ave (408)

communication

FEMALE

COMPANION WANTED to
live e1111 sincere handicapped
man Please call Brien at 2.2306

week

free disk storage

Owithe word
processing. ask for Joys al 2041529
PAPER every time Fir
perlenced. professional word pro’
Caning

papers,

theses,
resumes. office overflow. mailings.
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only i 0 min
Laos from campus

Hil LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" She.. dinners. parties

ACCURATE,
ACCOUNTABLE for 1.4ephonere that
lops try
toots typing that s
Tony

296-/087 51 50 per page
double spaced All work gust
Trust Tony 2142087
ontreed
Thanks
PROFESSIONAL

AND

ACADEMIC

word procesaIng P J s word pro.
ceasing offers quality guaranteed
work et competitive rte. Esp.enc.

thesis,

in

term

Words and

BARBE SWORD PROCESSING Have
lob wIll process Esperienced in
theses. manuscripts, pope. reprofessional
sume.,
back up
located
work

Reasonable rates

Call Barbie at 926

4370

Glen wee Call Ilse at 2674234
HILL SANTA

In

your
busy
iffe?
Earn
units
through a unique program Call
Dept of Foreign I anguages al
277.2578
MATTSIN

WELCOME BACK to an

other ...stet Ho. lo

ya

round. Cheryl a friend SM
NATIONAL
contact club 16
men end worn. Confidental. tow
rates Send SASE to NOCC, P0
Box 28781-6. San Jose, Ca

Former English major, highly dependable Willow Glen Ares..sy
Morton
Call Mrs
Iv locate
(Marsh.( from 8AM.IIPM sit 7669446

TERESA

assistance All work giwronteed
Prolesalonal confidential end Ow
pendahle service at AFFORDA
fll F RATES. Free disk storage
Pam. 747.2681 (Santa Clare) See
SJSU Fail 96 Directory of Classes
or additional coupon savings

ENTERPRISE
Term

WORD

papers

PROCESSING
research papers,

theses II dissertations (Campbell.
Tursblen, APA 3rd ad), screen
plays, resumes. co. & follow-up
letters. manuscripts (books mill
cies. shod stories), transcription
Free SPFL CHF K, minor edit Of requesierd). proot, disc storage Stu
dent
Gulch

tecuny discounts

Term

papers theses, resumes, disser.
latIona, etc tor students and loco. We also do tape ItenscripHon and bookkeephig
storage Call 245-1769

NEED

THAT

FORGOTTEN

PAPER

role,

Term pa.
typed last, let me
pars letters reports the.s, relast and professearch papers
&
FREE
grammar
sionally.
spelling assiatanc Reasonable
rates Call Marcie St 1944347
(Work 1.1ce message’ or 926-1274
before 10 pm
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term pepers
the..., etc Accurate, prompt

turnaround 246-5825

Free data

52 25 dbl space per page Sara
toga Sr... call Joan at 741,5880
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perExperienced
proles.
spective
slo.I word processing papers.
the.s resumes Specialist I

scientific
projects
51 75-83 peg* Call Vida at 2BI3058 IBM area
RESUMES.

COVERLETTERS
and
busl.ss corr.pondenc Assts.
lance MTh vo.bulary sentenc
structure. end form If requested
Call 2899448
ENTERPRISE
PROFESSIONAL typing & business wary.
& neer unl-

SUCCESS

ion rat. reasonable

wrafty G11140117924047
THESES

REPORT PAPERS Word
proc.aing 0 sittra
to
Oat. $2 pg for students. Slpg
for protessionels Resume* SIO
Save your work on the IBM PC for
later use Grammer punctuation.
& spelling check. printed
Hr

attention

publications quality
Erickson
Word Processing 3774293
TYPING DONE

REASONABLE rates
Call Patti al 2495633

ZEE s TYPING

ono

Secretarial Serv

ices

Fast, accurate %cork ev.
able seven days .0.16 Located
In the Blossom HIII Sent, Tens.
et. Limited pick-up and siefiv,
iffy Ca11365-1012

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each (me)

Ad Rates

11111111

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35
4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
1 Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$635
$715
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$105
$120
$1 35

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $63 00
5-91,10e5 546 00
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone 277-3175

95159

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christie. Cen
ter Sunday.1 utheran 10 45 am

9448 Emphasis on correct punctuation. sentence structure, end
formatting (Tumbler, APA, etC)

reports resumes. cover letters.
theses dissertations. them,.
APA
All ecedertik formats
Spelling, grammar, punctuation

technical,

Minimum three lines on one day

THE CHOICE OF A NEW generation

2799397

250-

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Term papers,

Print Your Ad Here

F ARN A LANGUAGE 01 000, secs
Are you an Independent work,,
liesibiik,

PROCESSING,

EXCEL LENT TYPING SERVICE

Student pa,
BECK SECRETARIA1
pers. resumes. bualnes typing
needs. word processing Willow

RI OSSOM

delivery 365-1012
EDITING WORD

papers,

group projects, resumes. menu,
scripts & letters I mated in North
San Jose, only minutes from cam-

conveniently

Fest. accurate typing end
word processing available seven
week i imiled pick-up &
days

mot

Sunday brunches, Mchtt.. Tut.
day Lunch and Learn.
Israeli
dancing. holiday celebrations
For InfonnetIon call Millet at 2948311

ma strnurn

AREA

more (Pameta)923-7810
ABSuL u FEL Y,

pus Call P J at 923-7309

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE, but I do’
Theses. dis.rtations. reports
Eight pegs minimum, slit months

How about Wednesday or Thursday 9 30 11100.1.1.’ Guy from
All Over

Rev
end study opportunitle
Natalie Shlres.Fr Rob lager Sr
J.. Panelist, Rev Norb Furn

The

TYPING

GIRL FROM IDAHO WE MET Twieday
In Duncan Can we meol path?

AppW in person only fo, all of the
1080 Stewart
Dive. Sunnyvale Ca 94004

Colurribia. MO 21045

BEAUTIEUI

Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pr.
call Campus Ministry at 198-0204
fOr worship counseling programs

Inn

ers, scholars, and public Officials
Speclellfing In historical, pollii

FIJI PHI GAMMA DELTA" No metier
how you look at ft, RUSH fills

skills, an eptltude for figures, the
ability to work Independently. and
the desire to work with the public
above mentioned posttiona

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ

n

tor the scltement of a growing
fraternity Come and an what
we re *bout at 567S 8th SI or call

excellent

734.3115

K GOOD LUCK ..111ng
tilts season" Me. II your beat i
love you lots. RW

Competitive salary. micialent benefits, and last.track growth oppor

availeble) Previous hole, tiff..
once preferred ApplIcents must

for

cal. biographical topics Student
discounts available For free into,
CLO 6003-8 Maims Lane

SIGMA Al PHA MU", We are a fun
loving, eneripefic hou. looking
tor pledges and little staters ready

’unity Full -or pert-finw positions
17.... or 3 pm.? rpm shifts

REMOVAL

confidential Weekdays. evenings
& Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly-

PERSONAL
ARNICA

HAIR

men and women Special rate vet t)
lecuity or student ID Private &

SJSU Cell 270-4018

tion Appikant must be 18 years
of age and have mellent driving
record FRONT DESK CLERK

Residence

Call Robert Ng .1 )408) 209-8400
for an appointment

3561716

seeking

THE RESIDENCE INN CORP The nellod Wading allsulte hotel con,
peny has Immedlete openings for

have

law
Office located
within 10 minutes from tamp..

ROOMMATE

or eves Neer SJSU Call 197-0110
for interview

Classified

ralization

LOS GATOS HOME to she. Besot,
fully furnish.. quiet. co-ed envlronnwnt W d 1350
mo Call

WANTED Mete, nonsmoker, student. to share 4 bdrm
house. $250
I 4 oils Good
neIghborhood. peat, 15511. from

NIP APPS THE WATErz.

utes FREE Practice limited to all
aspects of ImmigretIon and natu-

DON T HAVE A CAR, but liCe within 2
hilts ot campus? Rent me your
space
$35 .fft
Chris (415) 9674741.0..

LESSON 40 OM
WHEN WON& DOUGN,
AWE SLIWE THE SPEE
SWITCH tS ON "UV’

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con.
suit with SJSU student to, 30 min-

72 N 5th

parking

Aittlitairo USW IME
OFR CN

low cost 81..41k (component)
& computer Information needs for
the studeni Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe

AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
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SJSU hosts forum
for ’fair pay’ plan
(;ANN. front page I
there’s no motivation.’ he said. " I he
salary cap would make recruitment almost impossible.’’
Departments would have to hire
faculty willing to accept sub-standard
wages, possibly resulting in higher class
Sin% or enrollment restrictions in some
areas, he said. the initiative could also
limit faculty efforts to supplement their
salaries with summer lasses and consulting work paid from state revenues.
SJM1 employees face a higher cost
of living. particularls tor housing than
in other ale:J.0f the stale. he said
Ted Costc assistant to Paul Gann,
said the initiative was necessary because
state salaries and pensions were getting
"out of hand
".1 he people who pay the bills don’t
realize how much they’re paying," he
said.

Costa said the salary ceiling proposed in the initiative is not an absolute
cap on government employee pay. "If
the governor gets a raise, then the salary
level goes up."
The initiative also contains a special
circumstances clause that allows the legislature to appropriate funds for higher
salaries in special areas by a two-thirds
roll -call vote of the state Legislature, he
said.
Costa said this allows the proposition to be flexible over tune while .611
maintaining the accountability of elected
officials.
Representatives from Ray Area environmental and public health agencies.
education and high-technology orgamta
lions arc scheduled to testily at the hear
ing, 9 a.m. in the engineering building
room 219. The meeting is scheduled to
lisle at noon.

Dry rush hailed despite claims
of houses serving alcohol
RI All

om page I

functit ins are there specifically to rush.
" there’s no alcohol, so they’re not
here to drink the beer,’’ he said. "Dry
rush is the most successful thing on any
campus sou see The quality of men goes
up . you’re not getting a hunch of
drunks."
Statistics published by the National
Interfratemity Council in Indiana support
the theory- that dry rush is effective.
According to alone 1485 survey, 75 percent of the schools responding said dry
rush had a positive effect and 25 percent
said it had no effect. No respondents said
it had a negative effect.
"We’ve rotten out of the tavern
business, which a lot of fraternities have
gotten into." Jameson said. "and we’re
going back to more social activities."
Response to the dry functions held
by the fraternities has been positive, rush
officials said, although there have been
those who have termed the functions
"boring" and "dead."
Welch admits to having had reservations about how successful the alcohol -free functions would be, but he said
they were quickly dispelled following
the success of a rush party held at the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house last Thursday.
"It (the party) was supposed to start
at nine . . by the time 930 p.m. got
here, there were people dribbling in." he
said, "but I Was unsure it what our total
turn -out would Ix’ because of dry rush.
-I was convinced at that point that
dry rush wasn’t the way to go.
"By the time 10 o’clock got here, I
had a line going out the driveway. "
Welch said the absence of alcohol
did not hurt the party.
"ethall night proved to me that a
house could have a wonderful time’.
without the influence of alcohol, he said
Mike Chow, who is a member ot
Alpha Tau Omega, said a barbecue his
house held at William Street Park sus
ceeded despite the absence of alcohol.
"We had a great turnout . . . a lot
of the sororities came out and we had the
regular tun playing volleyball and horse
shoes." he said.
The rush chairmen said they agreed
dry rush is something that should he con
firmed at SJS1.1. However, most don’t
feel that their fraternities should go dry
outside of rush penod.
Delta Upsilon has been dry
Aug. 22 when a resolution by their
national governing body was instituted

Wilson students
get rounded lessons
SW ANNANOA, N.(’. (AP) - Stu
dents at Warren Wilson College can do
more than analyze a Shakespearean son
they also car
net or ace the law hoards
breed pigs, install a sink or replace a
truck valve.
"Everyone has to work," said Di
Reuben Holden, retiring president of the
small Presbyterian -related liberal art%
college near Asheville "It has a %CIA
leveling effect on the whole campus
"The effect is that the students go
out into the world with a good solid edit
cational background in liberal arts, plus
the hest of two worlds . . they can do
things with their hands."
The college’s 470 students work 15
hours per week in exchange for room and
board The h7 campus work crews in
elude auto mechanics, toresters, corn
puler programmers, plumbers. photogra
phers and admissions recruiters. The
farrn crews provide fruits, vegetables
and 70 percent of the beef for the campus
dining hall.
In addition. each student must corn
plete a 60-hour non-credit service pro
ject. Many complete their service in
Third World villages in what Holden
calls a "mini -Peace Corps." Others go
back to their hometowns and, for exam
plc, help build a new church.
Holden said the students’ education
further broadened by the makeup ot
the student body. About 12 percent conic
from 22 foreign countries; and while the
college was founded in 1894 by the l’re%
bytenan Chun:h, it has students from 21
including
denominations.
different
Hindu and Ruddhist
"We don’t require chapel anymore.
but we still feel strongly the need for a
basis of values in any education,"
Holden said.
Some of the graduates go into social
work, but many also go into business.
law and medicine.
was

that prohibits them from holding open
pantes where alcohol is dispensed.
Jameson said. Only fraternity members
over 21 years old w ill he allowed to
drink at the house, he said.
He also said he feels that mine responsible actions by the fraternities are
needed and that dry rush is a step toward
giving fraternities a prisms c image on
campus.

Art classes stage protest I Program board eyes gym
as means to bigger bucks
1. from page

I heir message to passers-by Was
Likql.1 leave our street hear", spelled
out iii string of cardboard letters laced
around the trunk of the tree.
A young evergreen sapling was
the project of Mark Castle, a junior
studying photography.
’The trees runtl a purpose that
the buildings don’t- he said while
erecting a wooden frame around his
tiny tree "It’s nice to get a little bit
of nature :intuit,’ all the concrete.
I ..1.1 week Assistant litology
Prof. Ste% en White brought a group
of people to a public hearing to protest removal of the trees. However,
the dccsion to remove the trees had
already been made, White said.
As it turned out, the hearing.
which was required by city ordinance, concerned only six trees that
line First Street, while the remaining
114 trees come under a different jurisdiction.
-l’hey sprung that on us when
We got there.’’ White said.
the six trees are on the right of
ot the transit mall being constructed on lirst Street. said Bill Vetsaci, direetin of the I /owntow n Retie
velopment Agenes Ile said a city
ordinance requires a public hearing in
t;a1k.’s 11110istng removal of trees on
ity-ow mud property..
Versaci said the remaining trees
on Paseo de San Antonio are in the
11.11’i...fiction of the redevelopment
avows
" there Is 110 requirement for a

public hearing
he said.
’Die plan is to construct buildings on sites that the trees occupy
now, and the those remaining will be
removed to fit in with the design of
the mall. Versa," said. "They are not
consistent with the construction
planned...
Versuci said a small number id
palm and willow trees will be planted
to complement the new construction.
"The maintenance on palm trees
is terrible,’ stud student protestor
Ens Nelson, a senior studying cermates. Nelson, who maintained palm
trees when he owned a landscaping
business in San Jose, said that palm
trees collect dust and require Ain ot
maintenance to keep them aesthetically pleasing.
The absence of fall colors was
the theme of protester Tiff:ins Cooper’s tree project.
Cooper, a sophmore majoring in
Industrial lksign, embellished her
tree ssith ornaments oh orange and
gold
the traditional colors of au
intim "I thud: tall is the most beauti111 the sear." she said."I
ful
to remind people What they w ill
Ix’ missing
Protessor 1,1as said although twit
ens officials questioned some ot his
students about cleanup ot the protest
art. Ill, resist.uuuc C to the protest has
been encountered Hie students li.oe
pritimsed to winos,: their art trom the
trees on Ihursdas
"It should he treated as a itt Is
gentle activity in the park." via,

(i ACERTS. from page

said the A.S. Program Hoard
would take full responsibility for use of
the men’s es inn:vaunt
GOOD’

Goeltz said using the gymnasium
"could save the students moues that
could go toscard ithlre student entertainment.- Ile said any new profits will be
used for more free lunch time concerts
later in the year
On Eridas Ouch/ said that it a decision were not made soon. the program
hoard would not be able to make profits
or attract large concert bands tui the Lam pus. since the civic auditorium us hooked

Lilt tor most of the yeai
"the program hoard needs to have
a large hall it they are going to book
large concerts for thus year," Goeltz
said.
A planned It .F.M. concert for this
year was not booked because the migrant board could not find a hall large
enough to house the show,
’"F here is a procedure they have to
follow- and it they follow these procedures they will he free to use it." Bryant
said."1-rankly if this privilege is abused,
we
l have to reconsider this decision
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Only LOwenbrau is brewed in the world’s great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and bele in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.
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